FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
Church " meant a would-be final settlement of the age-long
problem of ultimate authority in the Church.
The declaration of Papal infallibility was to be the final con-
secration of the theory of absolutism in all its forms. It was not
a more or less academic matter of abstruse dogma, but a direct
challenge not only to non-Catholic Liberal opinion, not only
to Liberal Catholics, but even to those who, without being
Liberals a la Montalembert, still tended to see in the Church
not a pure autocracy but " a monarchy effectively tempered
by aristocracy, spiritual sovereignty residing not in either of
these taken separately, but in both acting together,"1 This
was the thesis put forward by the most prominent of all
opponents of the new dogma, M. Maret, Dean of the Faculty
of Theology in the University of Paris. His two books, Le Pape
et les Evfyues and the later Du Condie general, were a bold
reassertion of the aristocratic theory of the Church as being the
orthodox French doctrine, defined two centuries ago by Bossuet,
and challenging the Ultramontane doctrine " which gives
the Pope an absolute, personal and separate infallibility and
deprives the bishops of their quality of judges of the faith,
turning Councils into mere consultative assemblies, the need
for which is no longer evident/'2
" We have to face/' said Maret, " a wrong tradition largely
inherited from Joseph de Maistre," denying the aristocratic
element existing in the Church, bent on ignoring and insult-
ing Bossuet. Maistre's condemnation of the Declaration of the
French Clergy in 1682 as " the great anathema that weighs
down the French clergy, the guiltiest of all deeds next to a
formal schism, the fruitful source of the greatest woes of the
Church, the cause of her visible and gradual decline, a fatal
and perhaps unique mixture of pride, boldness, fool hardiness
and weakness, shows a deep-rooted refusal to understand the
true doctrine and the real mission of the French clergy,
and particularly the role of the episcopate* The fact is that
Ultramontanism, as recently interpreted) by weakening the
near power of the bishops in favour of the more distant power
of the Pope, often marks a direct reaction against discipline. To
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